Abstract. A new proof is given for the explicit formulae for the non-archimedean canonical height on an elliptic curve. This arises as a direct calculation of the Haar integral in the elliptic Jensen formula.
The Elliptic Jensen Formula
In complex analysis, Jensen's formula is the following statement , we g a ve a new approach to the canonical height where each local height a r i s e s a s a n i n tegral of the kind in Jensen's formula.
Let K denote any local eld containing Q, w i t h j:j denoting the absolute value on K. Let E denote an elliptic curve de ned over K and let Q 2 E(K) denote a K-rational point. Write Q = ( x Q y Q ) for the coordinates of Q with respect to a minimal de ning equation. Let (Q) denote the local canonical height o f Q. In 1], we pointed out the formula Z G log jx ; x Q jd G = 2 (Q) (1) where G is any compact group containing Q and G denotes the Haar measure on G, normalised to give measure 1 to G itself. The proof of (1) is trivial: just 116 Graham Everest integrate the local parallelogram law. In particular, (1) holds with G = < Q > , the topological closure of the group generated by Q. If Q is torsion then the group G is nite with the discrete topology.
The point of view in this paper is to assume (1) and use this, with G = < Q > , to give a new proof of the explicit formulae for the local canonical heights. This is a di erent point of view to that in 3], where the explicit formulae are shown to be the unique functions which satisfy the parallelogram law. What is gained is a new interpretation for the exotic formulae for the local canonical heights. Presumably, one could take (1) as the de nition of the local canonical height a n d w ork back t o the parallelogram law, but this is not pursued here.
The explicit formula in the archimedean case was worked out in 2] so it is su cient to look at the non-archimedean case. Let p denote a prime and let K denote a nite extension of Q p , the p-adic rational eld. Write j:j for the unique extension of the p-adic absolute value to K, s o t h a t jpj = 1 =p. Let 
Also, I assume Q is non-torsion: it makes little di erence.
Proof. Let H denote the subgroup of G such that for all P 2 H we h a ve jx P j > maxf1 jx Q jg: Then H is topologically cyclic, generated by mQ say, where 1 < m 2 N. The measure of H itself is 1=m. For any R 2 G, consider the integral over the coset R + H, written I R = Z H log jx P+R ; x Q j dP:
The integral in (3) is written in the classical notation to signify P as the variable of integration.
Suppose rstly that jx Q j > 1. Then jy Q j > 1 a n d ( 2 ) 
Expand the brackets in (6) using the binomial theorem, use (2) and extract the dominant t e r m t o g i v e jx P Q ; x Q j = y P y Q x 2 P = y Q x P y P : 
Using (2) and (4), and remembering to give measure 1=m to H, (8) collapses to 3 m log jx Q j:
For cosets with R not O Q mod H, jx P+R ;x Q j = jx Q j so each coset contributes In the case when m = 2 , f o r t h e i d e n tity coset, the formula in (5) remains valid. For the non-identity coset, we note that jy Q j < 1 and this causes a new dominant t e r m to emerge in (6) giving (10) a s a b o ve. Once again the two contributions cancel and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. Formula (13) makes it obvious that x u = x uq and x u = x u ;1. Similarly for formula (14) and the y-variable. If Q corresponds to the point u 2 K , take G = < u > , a compact group. Assume u is chosen to lie in a fundamental domain, which m e a n s that jqj = p ;k < juj = p ;r 1, where r and k denote rationals. Theorem 2. Suppose Q is a point of split multiplicative reduction corresponding to u 2 K with jqj = p ;k < juj = p ;r 1 and G = < u > . 
